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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project was to design and develop

an integrated, project-based, environmentally-themed model
curriculum in which math was a primary focus. The eco-math
curriculum model and sample lesson plans were created to
exemplify how environmental education activites and issues
could be used as platforms for teaching math content. It

was created specificly for classroom use by 5th and 6th grade

math and science teachers and was aligned with state and
national content standards for math, science, and
environmental education. It provides teachers with a model

for building students' environmental and math literacies

and with resources to aid in teaching students math
concepts in the real world context of environmental issues,

making the math content practical, interesting, and useful.
The Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and

Evaluation (ADDIE) process was used for the creation of
this project. Elementary, middle, and high school math and

science educators evaluated the quality of the curriculum
and its individual components for use in upper elementary
and middle school classrooms. The final product, "The Eco-

Math Curriculum Guide," was made accessible as a free
online resource that can be downloaded for use.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The objective of this project was to develop a model

curriculum for 5th and 6th grade math and science teachers.
The curriculum consists of a conceptual model and a set of

related lesson plans that exemplify how environmental
education can be used as a platform for teaching

mathematics. Many teaching resources integrate content
areas, such as science and history, with environmental
education, yet there are few that effectively integrate

math with environmental education at the upper elementary
and middle school level. Currently, in the United States,

many students are struggling in math. This is partially

because it is often taught in a very abstract manner with

little or no connection to the everyday lives of students.
This project was developed to provide teachers with a

curricular resource that can aid them in teaching students

math concepts in the real world context of environmental
issues, thereby making the math content practical,
interesting, and useful.

There is a growing necessity for

21st century students to develop environmental awareness and
literacy. The creation of an integrated, project-based,
1

environmentally-themed model curriculum, in which math is a

primary focus, will provide teachers with a model for
building students' environmental and math literacies.

Statement of the Problem

Education at the K-12 level in the United States is

continually going through changes. Educators, researchers,
politicians, and other stakeholders in education are

forever trying to find a quick fix for what seems to be a
system in constant turmoil.

Many of these "fixes" that are

implemented in U.S. classrooms do not adequately address
the trends and issues that can be seen emerging in the 21st
century world.

One recommendation set forth by the

National Academy of Sciences, "Rising Above the Gathering

Storm" report is to "...increase America's talent pool by
vastly improving K-12 science and mathematics education"
(National Academy of Sciences, p.6, 2008).

One must ask

how this can be done effectively and with measurable

results. Math skills, as well as science skills, are
crucial in developing the next generation of professionals
in the United States, from engineers and scientists to

entrepreneurs and teachers, all of whom can compete and

2

collaborate with their counterparts from other countries

around the world.

American math and science students, once having had a
competitive edge internationally, are now scoring in the
middle to lower portion of the ranking of countries on

international assessments such as the Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMMS) and the
Program for International Student Assessment (PISA)

(PCAST,

2010; National Academy of Sciences, 2008). On the 2003

administration of the PISA, which tests high school
students for their ability to apply 'mathematical skills to
real world contexts, U.S. students scored 27th overall out

of 39 participating countries (National Academy of

Sciences, 2008).

Only one third of 8th grade students score

in the proficient range or above in math and science on the
National Assessment of Educational Progress (PCAST, 2010).
Fewer American students are majoring in fields involving

math and science in college (PCAST, 2010; National Academy
of Sciences, 2008) . There are many complex factors
contributing to this growing predicament and solving it is
not an easy task.

The issue becomes apparent before

students have completed elementary school.

Therefore, it

is important to consider what can be done to help students
3

develop stronger math and science skills in addition to
stimulating motivation in these subjects while they are

still in elementary and middle school.
Simultaneously, the planet and its inhabitants are
faced with ever increasing environmental issues and

dilemmas. Orr (2004) starts his introduction to "Earth in
Mind" with a list of facts spotlighting the increasing

environmental issues plaguing the planet.

This list

highlights the following: human breast milk often contains

more toxins than does milk sold in dairies, eighty percent
of European forests have been damaged by acid rain, U.S.
industry releases 11.4 billion tons of hazardous waste into
the environment each year, and fungi and amphibian

populations are declining throughout the world. These are
not minor issues that will simply disappear, especially as

human population continues to increase and are just a few

examples drawn from a vast array of environmental issues
now facing the world and its population.

Students of the

21st century are growing up in a rapidly changing world
where environmental awareness and literacy will be critical

to their development as environmentally conscious citizens.
In the coming decades, they will begin to assume their
roles as major decision-makers concerning issues that have
4

strong bearing on the future of the human population and

natural world.
Students are shortchanged when environmental issues
are kept out of the curriculum. This is also the case when

students are taught basic skills without critical thinking'

components or opportunities to apply these skills to real
life situations. Within Orr's (2004) short sampling of

environmental issues that was previously described, the
reader is exposed to mathematical concepts including

percentages, decimals, rates, place value, and amounts.
The list includes mathematical terms such as increasing,

more than, and decline.

Math content is present in real

and pressing situations all around us, yet it is frequently
extracted and taught as abstract, isolated content in the

classroom setting.
Math students often echo a common question concerning
the material which they are being taught, "When am I ever

going to use this in real life?"

One way to answer this

question is to change the approach in which mathematics

content is taught. Students in traditional classroom
settings are not usually taught mathematics concepts in

ways in which real world connections are made to the

content. They assume these connections do not exist and
5

that math has little or no purpose outside of a school

based setting.

When math content is taught within real

world contexts and settings, the students' question would

essentially become obsolete. Real world contexts
increasingly involve environmental issues and problem
solving, making■environmental education a viable context in
which to teach mathematics concepts.

If the skills and content areas of environmental
education, science, and math were combined early on in
students' education, students would likely develop skills

and knowledge which would be more valuable to their
i
communities, societies, and the world. There is a need for

architects that can take green building concepts into
consideration, city planners who can design cities that
have minimal environmental impact, lawyers who specialize

in environmental law, people in every trade and job who can

think critically, factor in external environmental costs,
and make decisions that benefit rather than detriment the

natural world.

If elementary and middle school students

are not taught to respect the environment and think about

how it connects with varying aspects of their lives, they
will have little foundation on which to build environmental
awareness and sensitivity as their lives progress. One way
6

to help address both the current situation in science and

math education and the current situation concerning the
inclusion of environmental education in classroom settings,

is to introduce a curriculum based on the concept of making

connections between math, science, and environmental themes
and thinking.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of developing this project was to show

teachers that environmental education themes and activities
can be effectively integrated with mathematics concepts in

upper elementary and middle school classroom settings.

Teachers are expected to meet with increased demands, state
and national standards, and raise the levels of student

achievement, yet they are given few resources with which to
do so. More innovative and cross-curricular resources need

to be made available to teachers (PCAST, 2010).

This eco-

math curriculum model and its sample lesson plans provide
teachers with a model of how the integration of math,
science, and environmental education content can be

incorporated into their classrooms
Environmental education is critical in the education
of students of the 21st century, yet teachers get minimal,
7

if any, time allotted to teach this material.

As education

becomes increasingly standards-based, unique curricula

needs to emerge that align with these standards frameworks.
This way, teachers do not have to rely exclusively on

mainstream textbooks that align with state and/or national

content standards. This eco-math curriculum model is a
creative way to integrate environmental education into math
and science content taught in the classroom and to make the
time in which these subjects are taught, more productive,

practical, and beneficial for students.

Scope of the Project

This project includes a 5th and 6th grade eco-math
curriculum model with associated lesson plans.

Each lesson

plan integrates mathematics concepts with an environmental

theme and environmental education activities.

The eco-math

curriculum includes science content integration as well,
since science is often intertwined with environmental
education and mathematics concepts. The eco-math curriculum

model and associated lesson plans align with the California

State Board of Education Math Content Standards, the
California State Board of Education Science Content
Standards, the California Environmental Protection Agency
8

Environmental Principles and Concepts, the National Council

of Teachers of Mathematics Principles and Standards for

School Mathematics, the National Science Education
Standards, and the North American Association for

Environmental Educator's National Excellence in
Environmental Education Standards.
The sample lessons specifically address 5th and 6th

grade math content and concepts dealing with fractions,
decimals, percentages, proportions, and ratios.

The sample

lessons were designed in the context of environmental
themes dealing with natural resource use, waste reduction,
and water quality.

Each sample lesson plan was designed to

demonstrate how any math content could be successfully
integrated with a wide range of environmental themes.

This

model can be adapted to any grade level K-12. The intended

audience is 5th and 6th grade teachers but this can be
extended to include all teachers in a K through 12th grade
setting.

Significance of the Project
The significance of this project is to provide

teachers with a resource that will help their students

achieve math, environmental, and science literacies. Use of
9

this eco-math curriculum model will help students to
develop crucial math and problem solving skills, critical
thinking skills, environmental awareness, and environmental

decision-making skills which are all vital to students in
the 21st century world.

Helping students excel in math education and achieve

math literacy is essential because students will need these
skills in their everyday lives, to be functioning members

of society, and to be competitive in the job market. In

order to achieve math literacy, elementary and middle
school students must become problem solvers and have

concrete experiences with math concepts. This happens
within a real world context (Burns, 2007).

Environmental education is essential as well. The

Office of Environmental Education, under the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), has compiled a list of the

components of environmental education. These include
awareness, sensitivity, knowledge and understanding

concerning the environment and environmental issues, skills
for dealing with and participation in helping to solve and

improve environmental issues, and positive environmental
attitudes (United States Environmental Protection Agency,
2010).

Therefore, environmental education consists of

10

several interrelated components, many of which incorporate

mathematics skills. According to the Excellence in
Environmental Education Guidelines for Learning,

"...investigation, analysis and problem solving are essential
activities [in environmental education] and are most

effective when relevant to the real world" (NAAEE, 2010,
p.3). The themes and core elements of math education and

environmental education clearly coincide.
This project integrates these subjects as a technique

for teaching math, environmental education, and science

content. Making connections between content areas and
teaching material in an integrated context can help
students make major learning gains (Lieberman & Hoody,

2002). There are seemingly so many benefits, yet few
teachers taking advantage of teaching in this context. Many

teachers have trouble with all of these issues: teaching
math, including environmental education in their teaching,
and integrating and connecting subject content. Teachers

have countless pressures including those from
administrators, districts, parents, time constraints, and

preparing students for district and state testing. Many
teachers also have minimal education and experience in
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these areas. According to the National Academy of Sciences
(2008)f
In 1999, 69% of US 5-8th-grade students received

instruction from a mathematics teacher who did not

hold a degree or certification in mathematics. In
2000, 93% of students in grades 5-8 were taught

physical science by a teacher lacking a major or
certification in the physical sciences (chemistry,

geology, general science, or physics).

(p. 15)

Teachers cannot teach what they do not understand (Burns,

2007).

In the same way, many teachers have not been exposed
to much environmental education. It.is not a required part
of teacher preparation programs.

Teachers need curricula

that guide them through teaching and integrating math and
environmental education.

It is not that they do not want

to teach this content; it is more often that they do not
know how and do not have the proper resources. This project
was designed to inform teachers as to how math and

environmental education can be effectively integrated and

to persuade them to use this eco-math curriculum model in
their classrooms. This project developed a curricular
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resource that guides teachers through this process step by
step in order to help make it more feasible for them to

integrate this content into their curricula.

Limitations of the Project
The limitations of this project include time and
resources. A needs assessment was performed on the initial

concept and outline of the curriculum to guide its

development.

Since this eco-math design is a model to

guide teachers, teachers evaluated the model.

It would now

be appropriate to pilot the model with students in the
context of the model's use. This would be a form of more

extensive evaluation of the eco-math curriculum model and
could lead to a more complete and polished final product.

A curriculum model and associated lesson plans were

developed rather than an entire curriculum.

This could

possibly keep teachers from continuing with this model

after using the sample lesson plans.

Preparation of lesson

plans built on other math concepts and integrating other
environmental themes could be too time-consuming for some
teachers. This curriculum is aligned with state and

national standards rather than state or district adopted

curriculum.

This could make it difficult for teachers who
13

must use adopted curriculums and are on strict schedules,

to fit components of this curriculum into their classroom
schedules. Lastly, teaching from this model in its entirety
could take up large amounts of class time. This eco-math

curriculum focuses on depth rather than breadth of

material, so state and national standards might be covered

at a slower rate.

At the same time, since the curriculum
I

is integrative, it is covering state and national standard

strands from more than one content area during any
I

particular lesson.

Definitions of Terms

Eco-math Curriculum:

This is a term that was developed

along with the curriculum model.

It refers to the

integration of environmental and ecological concepts with

mathematics content in educational settings.

14

CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
The purpose of this project was to design and develop

a curriculum model based on the integration of middle

school mathematics education content within the context of
environmental education.

The literature concerning math
I

education was reviewed for this project. The review of the
literature looks at the history, theories, purposes of, and

current state of affairs within U.S. K-12 math education.
The state and national content standards that have emerged
to guide instruction in mathematics were researched as
well.

Next, the literature concerning environmental

education was reviewed.

This review included history,

purposes, theories, and the current state of affairs

concerning environmental education, as well as, a review of
the state and national environmental education standards.

Existing literature concerning the cross curricular
integration of these subject matters was also reviewed

followed by literature concerning project-based, place
based, and problem-based education. Finally, the case was

15

made for the necessity of the creation of middle school
curriculum that integrates math in the context of
environmental education while aligning with content
standards.

Math Education
The introduction to the Standards Overview for the
I

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics begins stating, "We live

in a mathematical world." (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2011, para. 1). No matter what a student's
z

interests or future career path may be, everyone uses math

in some way and requires math skills to live their lives
successfully.

The purpose of math education is to prepare

students for their lives in this mathematical world.
According to Marilyn Burns (2007), a renowned math educator
who has developed many courses and written books for math

teachers, this preparation includes equipping children with
the skills and concepts they need to think and reason

mathematically.

Math teachers must go beyond teaching math

as a set of procedures and steps.
sense of these procedures.

Students need to make

Teachers have to teach for

understanding, and in order to do this they need to

16

actively engage their students (Burns, 2007). The goal of

math education cannot solely be for students to acquire
math skills and concepts, but also should incorporate the
application of these concepts and skills to problem solving

situations.

According to Baker's (2010) research, there has been a
major expansion of topics in the curriculum over the past
50 years, most of which place greater emphasis on reasoning
and problem solving strategies. This research states that

textbooks did not even include math below the second grade
level until the 1950s and 1960s, yet Kindergarten textbooks

from the 1990s covered more math content than second grade

textbooks from the 1930s (Baker, 2010).

Clearly, higher

expectations and demands are placed on today's students

than were placed on students of the past.

The math content

students are exposed to in elementary and middle school, as
well as the manner in which they are exposed, will form the

foundation which their mathematical knowledge, skills, and
abilities will be built upon for the rest of their lives.

The goals and resources provided to math educators must

address what students need to know and why they need to
know it, in order to focus on what is absolutely vital in
the math education of today's students.

17

Mathematics Literacy
Math education should build a student's mathematics
literacy.

According to the Organization for Economic Co-

Operation and Development (2003), by which the Program for
International Student Assessment (PISA) is sponsored,

mathematics literacy is defined as
...an individual's capacity to identify and understand
the role that mathematics plays in the world, to make

well-founded judgments, and to engage in mathematics

in ways that meet the needs of that individual's

current and future life as a constructive, concerned
and reflective citizen,

(p.24) ,

De Lange (2003), who has served as the chair of the Expert
Group of Mathematics for Program for International Student

Assessment (PISA), discussed the importance of including

this broader sense of mathematical knowledge within the
definition of mathematics literacy.

It is crucial that

mathematics literacy not be limited to quantity but include

things such as spatial awareness, interpreting timetables,
making transactions, and filling out forms (De Lange, 2003;

PISA, 2003). These are examples of the kind of mathematical
concepts and skills that must be taught in a concrete

context in which they can be applied. The Program for
18

International Student Assessment (2003) came up with four

phenomenological categories into which math content can be

divided: quantity, space and shape, changes and
relationships, and uncertainty.

In this way, math content

becomes more inclusive and critical components of math
literacy are not forgotten.
Many people see mathematics in the classroom setting

as something that should be formal, abstract, and separate

from mathematics literacy (De Lange, 2003). There are

others who think.math education should be less formal, more
contextual, with more focus on thinking and reasoning

(Burns, 2007; De Lange, 2003; PISA, 2003) . This is what

mathematics literacy aims to do. It involves much in the
way of using, doing, and recognizing mathematics in all

sorts of real world situations and circumstances (De Lange,

2003).

Math curricula often focus on school-based

knowledge that has no connection to students' lives outside

of school, whereas math literacy focuses on real world use
of math (De Lange, 2003).

Students will likely struggle in becoming
mathematically literate citizens who can use math skills
and concepts in the real world if classroom math

instruction is not designed for students to achieve
19

mathematics literacy.

As De Lange (2003) states, "The

competencies needed for mathematics literacy are actually
competencies needed for mathematics as it should be taught"
(p.4).

Math education thus treats math skills and concepts

as something with functionality, as tools for use within
the realms of the world (De Lange, 2003; PISA, 2003).

Students construct their own understanding of mathematics
concepts and teachers must foster this process, as well as,

develop opportunities for students to apply their

mathematical understanding in ways that strengthen their

mathematics literacy.
Constructivism

There are many different theories concerning how

people learn and what this implies for the ways in which

content, such as math, can be taught. This project and
model finds itself rooted in the theory of constructivism.
Constructivism is a philosophy of learning based on the

idea that students construct their own ideas from what they
already know (Van de Walle & Lovin, 2006). The individual

actively builds up knowledge and constructs his or her own

meaning from it (Wheatley, 1991). Vygotsky, one of the key
developers and proponents of this theory, felt social
interaction was a key component within this process of
20

construction (Van de Walle & Lovin, 2006).

This social

constructivism emphasizes an idea termed the zone of
proximal development, in which spontaneous concepts

sufficiently developed by the learner, meet scientific

concepts which are external to the learner and which the

learner then has the ability to work with (Van de Walle &

Lovin, 2006).
This theory is a philosophy of learning rather than a

method of learning, yet it does hold implications for the
ways in which content should be taught (Clements, 1997).

Ellerton and Clements'

(1992) state that from a radical

constructivist position,

..mathematics is not an 'out there' pre-existing body
of knowledge waiting to be discovered, but rather
something which is personally constructed by

individuals in an active way, inwardly and

idiosyncratically, as they seek to give meaning to
socially accepted notions of what can be regarded as

'taken-to-be shared' mathematical knowledge,

(p.3)

A critique of this position would argue that it
oversimplifies what math knowledge is and underemphasizes

the role of linguistic activity in the development of

abstract thought (Ellerton & Clements, 1992). The benefits
21

of promoting constructivist views within math education
seem to far outweigh the drawbacks put forth by skeptics.
The benefits include having learners take ownership of

learning math, the emphasis on social interaction as a
foundation of math, and the drive to improve both the

learning and teaching of math (Ellerton & Clements, 1992).
Knowledge is not constructed alone so it is important
to have classroom discussion, reflection, and interaction.
Constructivism says people construct explanations of their

experiences (Wheatley, 1991).

Burns (2007) echoes this

principle of constructivism, as she argues that students

need concrete experiences with math in order to develop an

understanding of math.

If this is how students learn, then

they should be provided with rich experiences from which to

construct their own understanding of math concepts.
Student-Centered Learning
Upper elementary and middle school education catches
students at a transitional period in their lives. Students
are at all different stages and ability levels during these

years and their individual needs must be addressed
(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2011).

It

seems that many gaps in knowledge present themselves in
students at this stage.

Teachers are attempting to move
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students to the next level and build upon the concepts they

should have worked with throughout elementary school.

Many

teachers find that some students have no foundation in

certain content areas.

These students went to different

schools where teachers did not cover certain skills and
concepts, may have missed valuable instruction time, or
failed to master a basic concept early on that was

foundational to more complex concepts.

Many students start

losing interest in subjects because they lack understanding
due to these gaps in knowledge.

It is up to the teacher to

fill in these gaps while simultaneously covering new

material.
Although this is quite challenging, students at this
age have many commonalties that are best complimented with

certain modes of instruction.

For one, they are strongly

influenced by their peers (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2011).

This age group of students is best

engaged with group work and interaction. This type of
interaction happens in classrooms built around a student
centered model of learning.
Six organizations representing content area teachers,

including the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
and the National Science Teachers Association, compiled a
23

list designed to emphasize the complexity and individuality
of learning. This list includes six principles:
1) Being literate is at the heart of learning in every

subject area;

2) Learning is a social act;
3) Learning about learning establishes a habit of

inquiry important in lifelong learning;
4) Assessing progress is part of learning;
5) Learning includes turning information into

knowledge using multiple media;
6) Learning occurs in a global context (National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics et al., 2010).
Rich experiences often present themselves in classroom

settings where these principles of learning are addressed
and learning focuses on students' needs, interests, and
abilities. This type of classroom centers around the

learners, as the teacher serves as a facilitator of student
learning.

Van de Walle and Lovin (2006) list three factors that
influence learning in the classroom setting:
1) Student reflective thinking;

2) Social interaction with classmates;
3) The use of tools for learning.

24

Student-centered learning gives more opportunities for

these things to take place than the teacher-directed
learning model used in many traditional classroom settings.
Students are able to guide their own learning by choosing

what topics they would like to explore and the methods they

would like to use within an overarching framework, instead
of constantly being assigned exactly what they are to do

(Sobel, 2005). Student-centered learning compliments
constructivism and works well in math education.
Math is a set of interconnected ideas and concepts and

needs to be taught as such. These concepts do not stand

alone (Van de Walle & Lovin, 2006). When a concept such as
ratio is taught in isolation, students often fail to see
its connection to concepts of fractions, decimals,

proportion, and percentages. All of these skills are a part
of proportional reasoning, a vital concept for the middle
grades math student. This is also a concept on which much

of high school mathematics content is based. A student
centered classroom lends itself to student activities that

explore and emphasize foundational math concepts and the
connections among various math concepts.

25

The Current State of Math Education
The current state of math education in the United

States presents some telling facts. According to the
National Council of Mathematics Teachers, about 75% of 4th
grade students report liking math and seeing it as

important (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
2011). U.S. students have recently been scoring above
average in comparison to students of other countries on the

Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study

(TIMMS), taken by 4th, 8th, and 12th grade students. As grade
level increases, U.S. math scores drop in comparison to

those of other countries (PCAST, 2010).

U.S. students find

themselves in the bottom portion of rankings of countries
who take the Program for International Student

Assessment(PISA) in math, an assessment whose very goal is
to assess whether "...the educational systems of

participating countries prepared 15 year olds to play
constructive roles as citizens in society by focusing on

real world situations" (Program for International Student
Assessment, 2003, p. 23). Over the last decade, U.S.
students have improved slightly on the National Assessment

of Educational Progress (NAEP) in math, still less than one
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third of U.S. 8th graders scored as proficient or above in

math and science (PCAST, 2010; National Academy of
Sciences, 2007).

Somewhere within the upper elementary school and

middle school years, U.S. students are losing motivation
and interest in mathematics.

It is also in this range of

years that students start dropping in their achievement and

performance in mathematics.

Whether or not these two

factors are directly correlated, the crisis that currently
presents itself in math education is much more noticeable

during the middle school years. The manner in which middle
school math education is taught and the resources available

to teachers need to be considered.
The content standards movement is one facet that has

emerged as the U.S. education system attempts to bring its

students up to par with other countries in subject areas

including math. There are other considerations to make as
well.

Many teachers lack skills, curricula, and support

(Burns, 2007; PCAST, 2010).

Content standards frameworks

must be supported by teacher resources in order for
achievement gains to occur.
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National and State Math Education Standards
National and state content standards in math have been

developed to emphasize the importance of math education and
to help teachers focus on the key concepts and skills they

should be covering for each grade level range.

The

national math standards were published in 2000 by the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics as the Math
Principles and Concepts. This national standards set was

developed in order to establish clear goals for quality
math education that would help to establish a common
foundation for the math education that all U.S. students
receive. It is a guide for K-12 educators, for those

developing math education programs, curriculum, and
assessment materials.

Rather than just a basic outline of

what students should know at each grade level, these
principles and concepts serves as an all-inclusive

blueprint for what math education in the U.S. can and needs
to become.
The goals of the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics, Math Principles and Concepts include the

following:
1) Quality math instruction for all students;
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2) Teachers are knowledgeable;
3) Students have access to tools that deepen their

understanding and enhance their experience;
4)

That curriculum is rich in math (2011).

These goals can be better achieved if teachers are provided

with curricular resources and if math is integrated across
the curriculum.

There are six principles set forth, on which the

standards are based:

1) Equity;
2) Curriculum;
3) Teaching;
4) Learning;

5) Assessment;
6) Technology.

There are ten standards, five content standards and five
process standards, and there is much interaction between

these two types of standards (Burns, 2007; National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, 2011). The five content
standards are:

1) Numbers and Operations;

2) Algebra;
3) Geometry;
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4) Measurement;
5) Data Analysis and Probability.
The five process standards are:

1) Problem solving;

2) Reasoning and Proof;
3) Communication;

4) Connections;
5) Representation (National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics, 2011).

There is emphasis on the importance of making connections
within all areas of math content; math is not a

disconnected collection of content and concepts.

The

connections standard is crucial and can be taken one step
further.

Math can be taught in connection with an array of

knowledge and ways of thinking and reasoning that students

have constructed from the learning process as a whole.
This project focuses on middle grades content dealing

with proportionality. Proportionality is an extremely
important concept in the middles grades.

Connections can

be made between proportionality and science and art, as

well as other subjects (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2011). This calls for integrating this math

concept across the curriculum.
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The California Mathematics Content Standards were

designed on the premise that all students must achieve in

math and that all students are capable of achieving in math
and must be expected to do so (California State Board of

Education, 2010).

Math is for everyone and therefore every

student needs to be given access to a quality math
education that is consistent with that which students

across the state and country are also receiving.

The

introduction to these content standards emphasizes the

essentiality of math concept mastery to attaining career
opportunities.

The goals of this standards set are

intended to guide the California math education system

towards adequately and consistently preparing all students
for their roles in society and the work force.

These standards are set up by grade level.

For grades

K-7th, each grade level has five content strands, comparable
to the five content standards of the National Council for

Teachers of Mathematics Principles and Concepts.

This

framework emphasizes mutual understanding of computational
and procedural skills, conceptual understanding, and

problem solving (California State Board of Education,

2010). According to the standards overview,
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Schools that utilize these standards 'enroll' students
in a mathematical apprenticeship in which they

practice skills, solve problems, apply mathematics to
the real world, develop a capacity for abstract
thinking, and ask and answer questions involving

numbers or equations,

(p.2)

The standards are set up in a manner that emphasizes

I
abstract concepts and then considers possible application
of these concepts, but it is made clear that the content
found within these standards can be delivered through a

curriculum design and teaching method of any kind.
Realistic Mathematics Education

Realistic mathematics education (RME) is a term coined
for teaching math in a real world context (Stephan, 2009;

Sparrow, 2008).

The main components of this model for

teaching mathematics include creating circumstances which
students can at least imagine themselves in, starting with
the concrete and working towards the abstract, using

physical things to reinforce students' reasoning and having
students create models of their reasoning (Stephan, 2009).

Turner, Gutierrez, Simic-Muller, and Diez-Palomar (2009) ,
argue that math should be taught in the context of
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community-based investigations.

This is a way to engage

students in math education that is "personally and socially

meaningful" and prepares students to act on issues in their

lives and communities (Turner et al, p. 137, 2009).
There are also educators that strongly feel that teaching

basic math skills separate from a real world context is

much more effective. Kaminski, Stoutsky, and Heckler's
(2008) study made the claim that students learn math better
through abstract representation than through concrete
I

examples and application.

The argument made is that

students only have to focus on learning the general concept

rather than having demands placed on them to try to apply a

concept to a situation and then attempt to generalize that
concept (Kaminski et al., 2008; Bock, Deprez & Van Dooren,
2011). Kaminski et al's study did not measure actual

learning and made unfair comparisons between control and
variable groups (Bock et al., 2011).

Bock et al.

(2011)

did a replication of Kaminiski et al's 2008 study on the

benefits of starting with the abstract and then working

towards the concrete while teaching math. Bock et al's
(2011) replication study was unable to conclude that

starting with abstract concepts and then applying these
concepts to concrete examples works better in teaching math
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than starting with the concrete and working towards the
abstract. There are so many factors going into the learning

process and little research supporting the abstract to

concrete model in math education.
Yet there is research pointing toward the harmful effects

of teaching math through an abstract curriculum.

Many

students, especially minority and low-income students, fail

to see how they will benefit from generic, mainstream
i

curricula (Turner et al, 2009).

This could be one of the

very reasons student achievement starts dropping in math
and sciences the older students get. The learning is not

meaningful to them or useful to their communities, it
becomes pointless.

For example, in recent years, there has

been a disparity in achievement between Latino students'

scores and those of Anglo-American students, with Latino
students' scores being much lower on both the National
Assessment for Education Progress and the Trends in
International Math and Science Study (Turner et al., 2009).
In traditional math classrooms little or no relevant

connections are made as to how math concepts can be used

outside of the classroom and in students' everyday lives
and communities (Sparrow, 2008; Turner et al, 2009). The

minimal connection that math curricula and textbooks do
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attempt to make to students' lives is through word
problems, although most often these word problems are

nothing more than "dressed-up calculations" (Sparrow, 2008,
p. 5). These problems are not very engaging because they
use examples that children have little to no experience

with (Sparrow, 2008; De Lange, 2003).

Realistic

mathematics education curricula must make sure the real
world contexts that are used are engaging (De Lange, 2003;
Sparrow, 2008).

This means these curricula and contexts

have to be somewhat adaptable. An engaging context for an

inner city 3rd grader from a low-income family could be very

different from a context that a suburban, 7th grader from a
high-income family would find engaging.

Another factor is

that word problems and problem solving scenarios are often
not as messy as real world problems (Sparrow, 2008) .

It is

rare that things such as measurements and quantities are

neat and exact in real life. Instead of giving these
examples to students, realistic math education advocates
for students to go out and find the relevant examples

themselves.

Students use "math as a human activity in

mathematizing" (Sparrow, 2008, p.6)as they explore,

explain, reflect, and record.

This type of learning points

to the integration of content and learning areas.
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Environmental Education
Environmental education began emerging in the United
States in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

This was a time

when people were starting to realize that the degradation

of the environment was causing detrimental effects.

Rachel

Carson's book Silent Spring helped to bring environmental

issues into the public eye through its discussion of the
harmful effects of pesticide use (Carson, 1962). Discourse

began as to how environmental issues should be incorporated

into the educational system.
In 1970, Richard Nixon first introduced the idea of
environmental literacy in his Environmental Message to

Congress (Disinger, 2005). In 1971, the National
Association of Environmental Educators, now the North

American Association of Environmental Educators (NAAEE),

formed.

Its intended purpose was the development of

environmental education curriculum at the community college

level, but there was so much interest from educators at
every level and educational setting that the organization

quickly grew. From this point on, the concepts of
environmental education and environmental literacy began

evolving and continue to evolve.
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In 1977, one of the most defining documents that
emerged in the environmental education movement, The

Tbilisi Declaration, was developed at the Intergovernmental
Conference on Environmental Education.

This declaration

clearly defined environmental education and its goals,

objectives, and principles. It declares that environmental
education should be lifelong and incorporated within formal
and non-formal educational settings alike (Tbilisi

Declaration, 2005). It states that
...environmental education should prepare the individual
for life through an understanding of the major

problems of the contemporary world, and the provision

of skills and attributes needed to play a productive

role towards improving life and protecting the

environment with due regard given to ethical values
and ... should involve the individual in the active
problem-solving process within the context of specific

realities, and it should encourage initiative, a sense

of responsibility and commitment to build a better
tomorrow. By its very nature, environmental education
can make a powerful contribution to the renovation of
the educational process,

(pp.13-14)
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Several criteria for environmental education were put forth
by the, Tbilisi Declaration. The one that most influences

this project and review of the literature states that
environmental education

...should bring a closer link between educational

processes and real life, building its activities
around the environmental problems that are faced by
particular communities and focusing analysis on these

means of an interdisciplinary, comprehensive approach
which will permit a proper understanding of

environmental problems,

(p. 14)

As environmental education is defined throughout the years
and in the eyes of those with varying viewpoints, its goals

continually reflect its interdisciplinary nature and the
necessity for its integration into the education system.
There are those who feel that environmental education
does not have a place in formal education. Disinger (2005)

argues that environmental education does not fit into

normal educational settings due to its interdisciplinary
nature. From this viewpoint, schools and teacher

certification programs do not make room for environmental
education since they cannot tie it to one existing

discipline. This problem is solved when environmental
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education becomes the actual context in which the

established disciples are taught. Disinger (2005) points to
the fact that so much of it does tie in with subjects

including math, yet it is only integrated by teachers who
choose to do so. This critique sees it as impossible for

teachers to get enough preparation in interdisciplinary
environmental issues before they enter the classroom

(Disinger, 2005).

Teachers and students alike are lifelong

learners. If there are quality curricular and professional
development resources available, teachers can gain guidance

in teaching in environmental education once they are
already in the classroom.

There are many different views within environmental
education from those of preservationists, that the natural

world is pristine and should not be touched, to those of

conservationists, that natural resources are at people's
disposal but with limited use, to those holding a
cornucopian viewpoint, embracing the unlimited use of

natural resources despite the fact that many are limited in
supply (Disinger, 2005). Teachers fall somewhere on this
continuum and curricular resources often have motives

embracing one of these views (Disinger, 2005).
Environmental education resources do not need to
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indoctrinate a certain viewpoint but rather should teach

critical thinking and decision-making skills if designed
correctly.

Curricular resources that use environmental

education as a context for teaching other content areas

help take emphasis off specific viewpoints by putting more

focus on content specific concepts and skills.
The three main goals of environmental education as

defined by the Tbilisi Declaration (2005) are:
1) to foster clear awareness of, and concern about

economic, social, political and ecological
interdependence in urban and rural areas,

2) to provide every person with opportunities to

acquire the knowledge, values, attitudes,
commitment and skills needed to protect and improve

the environment, and
3) to create new patterns of behavior of individuals,

groups and society as a whole towards the
environment.

(p.15)

All of these goals are critical to the continued existence
of human civilization.

These goals also contain themes

dealing with math.
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National and State Environmental Education Standards

The North American Association of Environmental

Educator's Environmental Education Guidelines were first

published in 1999 and are based in the goals of the Tbilisi
Declaration and the Belgrade Charter (the predecessor of
the Tbilisi Declaration).

The guidelines emphasize that

environmental education is based on ideas of systems,

interdependence, the importance of place, integration and
infusion, roots in the real world, and lifelong learning

(North American Association for Environmental Educators,
2010).

All of these demonstrate the importance of

including environmental education in K-12 school programs
and point towards how this can be done effectively.

The

.guidelines state, "The ultimate goal of environmental

education is the development of an environmentally literate

citizenry" (North American Association for Environmental
Educators, 2010, p.3)

Volk and McBeth (2005) looked at studies from 1977 to
1995 that assessed one or more components of environmental
literacy as defined in the most current publication of
these national guidelines. This research voices the need
for national assessment dealing with environmental

literacy.

The North American Association of Environmental
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Educator's Environmental Education Guidelines discuss
environmental literacy as having seven categories:
1) Affect;

2) Ecological knowledge;
3) Socio-political knowledge;
4) Knowledge of environmental issues;
5) Cognitive skills;

6) Additional determinants of environmentally
responsible behavior;

7) Environmentally responsible behaviors (2010, p.
74) .

These guidelines are set at the 4th, 8th and 12th grades and

"promote life-long learning about environmental issues"

(North American Association for Environmental Educators,

2010, p.3).

They emphasize the need for environmental

literacy and that this is no small task.

Environmental

literacy includes being able to look at things and see how

they connect and then make informed decisions as citizens.
These guidelines take the view of constructivism and a

model similar to that of student-centered learning.

The

guidelines are based on "the learner as an active

participant" and state "instruction should be guided by the
learner's interests and treated as a process of building
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knowledge and skills" (North American Association for

Environmental Educators, 2010, p.4). The guidelines also
state that environmental education should be integrative
and cross-curricular (North American Association for

Environmental Educators, 2010).

California has also responded to the call for
incorporation of environmental education into K-12
schooling. The California State Principles and Concepts in

Environmental Education were developed as a part of the
Environmental Education Initiative, established by Assembly

Bills in 2003 and 2005. These principles and concepts are a
framework of what California students should be learning in

order to achieve environmental literacy.

There are five

principles, each with associated concepts that spiral
through the grade levels K-12.

This is the way in which

these standards aim to build on prior knowledge and

reinforce understanding (California Environmental
Protection Agency, 2010) . By 5th and 6th grade all of the

principles have been introduced at least once.

These

principles "examine the interactions and interdependence of
human societies and natural systems," which sums up the

purpose of environmental education (California
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Environmental Protection Agency, 2010, para. 5).

The five

principles are based on the following concepts:
1) People depend on natural systems;

2) People influence natural systems;
3) Natural systems change in ways that people benefit

from and can influence;
4) There are no permanent or impermeable boundaries

that allow matter from flowing between systems;
5) Decisions affecting resources and natural systems

are complex and involve many factors (California
Environmental Protection Agency, 2010).
These standards are accompanied by the K-12

Environmental Education Initiative Curriculum.

This

curriculum aligns with state science and social studies
standards and exposes students to issues specific to the

geography and history of California.

It provides teachers

with a resource that they can use to begin infusing
environmental education into their classrooms. This
resource is somewhat limited in its scope.

It covers

little in the way of math content, is not excessively hands
on, and is not in a format that can be easily adapted to

include investigation of local environmental issues

specific to various school locales. It is a positive step
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towards inclusion of environmental education into core
education in schools, in that it will become a mandatory

part of school curriculum over the next several years.

National and State Science Education Standards

Environmental education is often placed under the
umbrella of science education because of its strong Earth
and Life science focus, and the scientific approaches which

environmental education often takes.

Science education has

led the way in the standards movement in education. The

National Science Education Standards were developed by the
National Academy of Sciences and published in 1996.

These

include the Science Content Standards which focus on
student outcomes in 8 categories:
1) Unifying concepts and processes in science.

2) Science as inquiry.
3) Physical science.
4) Life science.
5) Earth and space science.

6) Science and technology.
7) Science in personal and social perspectives.

8) History and nature of science.

These categories of standards can be used for structuring
student learning outcomes within environmental education as
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well and provide much in the way of opportunity for

interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary education.

In

reference to the Unifying Concepts and Processes Standard,
it is stated, "This standard describes some of the
integrative schemes that can bring together students' many
experiences in science education across grades K-12"
(National Academy of Sciences, 1996 p.6).

This standards

set proves to be a great tool for guiding the development

of curricula and measuring student achievement across
subjects and grade levels.
The California State Board of Education Science
Content Standards, published in 1998, similarly provides

clear guidelines as to the science content that needs to be
taught at each grade level K-12.

There are content

standards as well as Investigation and Experimentation

Standards, stressing the need for practicing methods of

science and science as inquiry (California State Board of
Education, 1998).

This standards set voices the need for

science education starting in Kindergarten and building as

a student's educational journey continues. The California
State standards for all core subjects emphasize that
rigorous content standards do not exemplify how to teach
but rather what needs to be taught in order to develop
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students who can compete with those from other states and
nations.

Integration of Math Education and
Environmental Education

Much of what was said in the Tbilisi Declaration
concerning environmental education parallels that of
realistic mathematics education. The components of

developing a mathematically literate individual closely
align with those of developing an environmentally literate

citizen.

It makes perfect sense to^ use environmental

education as a context for teaching content such as
I

mathematics.

Aldo Leopold was one of many early 20th

century environmental educators whom began pushing for this
integration close to a century ago. Leopold said that
education needed to provide experiences demonstrating

people's dependence on the soil, plants, animals, and
people and the web in which these are interconnected (Meine

& Knight, 1999). In relation to environmental education,
the North American Association of Environmental Educators,

Guidelines for Excellence state "Investigation, analysis
and problem solving are essential activities and are most

effective when relevant to the real world" (North American
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Association of Environmental Educators, 2010, p.3). This

statement could just have easily concerned math education.
Recently, there are several instances in which math
and environmental education have been integrated in formal

education settings. Two major studies, one being Lieberman
and Hoody's (2002), Closing the Achievement Gap: Using the

Environment as an Integrating Context for Learning, and the
other being Bartosh, Ferguson, Tudor and Taylor's (2009)
Impact of Environment Based. Teaching on Student

Achievement: A Study of Washington State Middle Schools,
were able to conclude that environment based teaching
improves student achievement on standardized tests in

several subjects including those of science and math.

Lieberman and Hoody (2002) present their nationwide study
with evidence from over 40 schools, showing that students

learn better in an environment based context, than within a
traditional framework. This study found many benefits

including higher scores on standardized tests in core
subjects including math and science, more student interest
and enthusiasm, higher student grade point averages,

students taking more ownership in their learning, and less

behavior and classroom management problems.

The study

found that students more readily mastered math skills
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because they were no longer abstract concepts but rather

tools for quantifying, analyzing, and recognizing
connections and patterns in natural and socioeconomic

systems (Lieberman & Hoody, 2002).
The Environment as an Integrating Context for Learning

(EIC) framework was developed by the State Education and

Environment Roundtable by whom Lieberman and Hoody's

research was published.

Many EIC components are similar to

those of the eco-math curriculum model: project-based

learning, hands-on activities, problem solving, integrating
subjects rather than dividing them into separate and

isolated categories, and developing respect, interest, and

knowledge of the environment.

It is within this type of

model that disconnections vanish and connections appear.

The Washington State study was similar in that it

looked at systematic environmental education programs,
which were designed to align and integrate subjects around
real world environmental contexts.

Schools with high

quality systematic environmental education programs were

paired with their traditional counterparts so as to compare
achievement gains.

Both groups of students were given

integrated environmental education tests to measure student

environmental literacy as well as state standardized tests.
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The study found a correlation between students' performance

on the two tests and also found that students from the

schools with integrative environmental education curriculum
performed higher on both tests than did students from
traditional schools (Bartosh et al, 2009). In researching
the efficacy of environmental education programs, both of

these studies point to the fact that using the environment
as an integrative context for teaching subjects such as

math helps students to achieve and schools to meet state
standards.

Alongside these studies, the literature is brimming
with examples of education systems from around the world
that are starting to break out and try integrating

environmental education in various ways. Clarkson (2010)

discusses how a specific real world environmental issue was
used for teaching math concepts to elementary school
students in Australia.

One major environmental issue in

Australia was a long drought so the project-based topic of
gardening sustainably was woven into the curriculum. Math

questions evolved such as how much Water was necessary and
how water would get to the garden. Math content dealing

with angles, even distribution, measurement, and graphing
were involved.

This kind of math is not necessarily quick
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like that of typical math lesson and book problems.

It

might take weeks to answer a question but when the concepts
were related to students' everyday lives it put them in a

context that made it easier for students to start
understanding as well as applying these concepts (Clarkson,
2010). Conde and Sanchez's (2010) study makes a strong case
for embedding environmental education within the school

curriculum in Spain.

The study demonstrated that with

time, training, and resources, teachers start to transform
their teaching to integrate environmental education into

the curriculum (Conde & Sanchez, 2010). Although these

examples are far from the norm, they are part of a
promising trend towards integrating subject matter content

in a real world environmental context.

Teachers who are not integrating subjects or including
environmental education within the curriculum, often lack
the training or professional development in this area or

there is a void in environmental education materials and

school curriculum in the school or district (Ernst, 2007;

Hart, 2010).

Most U.S. teachers were found just adding a

bit of environmental education in with their science

teaching because integrating it across the curriculum took
too much time (Ernst, 2007). There are not many
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interdisciplinary textbooks and most environmental
education guides are science oriented (Ernst, 2007).

Many

teachers view environmental education as a content area
rather than a context for integrating or a way of teaching.

Ernst (2007) found that teachers also need to build their
own environmental literacy, awareness, and sensitivity. If

these things happen, teachers will feel more comfortable
using environmental education as a teaching context and it
I

will become more accessible to them.

Project-based, Place-based, and
Problem-based Education
Place-based, project-based, and problem-based
education components complement each other within

successful integrative curriculum design.

Students are

connected to the places in which they exist and do better

when their learning connects to these places as well
(Turner et al, 2009; Louv, 2005; Sobel, 2005).

Much of the

current curriculum being used in traditional classrooms
across the U.S. is implemented regardless of the issues
students in that specific locality face and the scenery
that surrounds them.

As Sobel (2005) states, "Educational

biodiversity falls prey to the bulldozers of
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standardization." (p.5) Place-based education refers to the
specialization of education based on place.

If a school is

in the middle of a desert or is adjacent to a pond, that

space could be the context for much of the student learning
that takes place.

Likewise these places can be used as the context for

student projects. Just one locale can generate multiple
aspects, cross-curricular material, and a whole range of

issues and activities (Lieberman & Hoody, 2002). This is
the basis for project-based education. As projects develop,
problems begin to emerge that students must solve.

Math

and environmental education are both oriented in problem

solving by nature.
education.

This lends itself to problem-based

According to Lieberman and Hoody (2002), these

methods "...combine hands-on and minds-on methods to take
advantage of students' cognitive, kinesthetic, affective,
and sensory abilities" (p. 13). Teachers who were a part of

this study also found that when they used these methods
students starting disciplining themselves (Lieberman &

Hoody, 2003). Students wanted to be a part of what they

were learning and were excited to do so.

Overall, the research indicates that environmental
education can be a powerful context in which to teach math.
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It can improve students' achievement in math and make math
content more meaningful and useful.

This could lead toward

closing the current math achievement gap between students
within our country as well as between U.S. students and

students from other countries. Using environmental
education as a teaching context can lead students towards

developing environmental literacy and becoming citizens who
make informed and critical decisions concerning the world.
The research also clearly shows that teachers in the U.S.

have not been well prepared to teach math in the context of
environmental education and have not been provided with

quality resources and curriculum with which to do so.
Creating resources which integrate math content in the

context of environmental education, as well as, providing

teachers with guidance on how to properly implement these
resources, will better prepare and enable teachers to teach

in this context and will set students up to participate in

educational experiences that will be relevant to them and
give them the chance to excel.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
The Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and

Evaluation (ADDIE) process was used to create this
curriculum project. This model is frequently used in the

The eco-math curriculum

instructional design process.

model was designed and developed to use environmental
education as a context for teaching 5th and 6th grade math

content.

It is integrative, hands-on, and standards

aligned.

Analysis
Knowledge gained from teaching experience in math and
environmental education at the 5th and 6th grade level was

combined with knowledge gained from a review of the
literature.

This was used as a basis for deciding as to

which components should be incorporated into such a
curriculum.

This knowledge and experience was used to

design and develop eco-math activities that would interest
and engage students, were age and developmentally
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appropriate, and could be differentiated to meet individual

student needs.

According to the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, Math Principles and Standards, "a [math]

curriculum is more than a collection of activities: it must
be coherent, focused on important mathematics, and well-

articulated across the grades" (National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, 2011).

A quality and engaging

environmental education curricula should foster and

interweave personal experience in the environment, personal

concern for the environment, and personal action in and on
behalf of the environment (Palmer & Neal, 1994.) The

National Guidelines for Excellence in Environmental
Education are built upon and advocate for several
principles that should guide quality instruction in
environmental education.

The first of these principles

states that the learner needs to be an active participant
and that this can be done by designing curriculum that is

relevant to students, caters to their interests, and can be

easily adapted to meet the needs and interests of varying

groups of students.

The second principle advocates for the

inclusion of individual and group work to foster individual

critical thinking and the development of responsibility and
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self-action.

The third principle is to get students

outside, exploring their immediate, local environment.

Finally, environmental education curricula must have a

balanced approach, including varied viewpoints and accurate
information in order to let students draw their own

conclusions and develop a sense of environment awareness
and responsibility.

Throughout the literature, it is

advocated that environmental education be used as a cross

curricular theme that integrates core subjects such as math
and science (Palmer, North American Association of

Environmental Educators, 2010).

Hungerford and Volk (1991), Ramsey, Hungerford and

Volk (1992), and Volk (1993) also give guidelines for
i

developing a successful environmental education curriculum.
Before beginning to develop a curriculum, the developer(s)
must decide exactly what it is supposed to accomplish

(Hungerford & Volk, 1991). The goals, scope, sequencing,
horizontal organization, evaluation, and staff training

must be considered (Volk, 1993).

A quality environmental

education curriculum starts local and then works its way

toward global issues.

This allows for the curriculum to

build across grade levels and allows students to gain basic
ecological concepts, become environmentally aware of local
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issues that are directly connected to them and their

communities before expecting them to engage with bigger and

possibly more distant concepts.

It is extremely important

that environmental education builds from the personal, to
the local, to the national, and then to the global level.

On the personal and local levels students can develop
environmental sensitivity and see the direct impact they
have on the places in which they live (Louv, 2005; Sobel,
p

2005; Lieberman & Hoody, 2002.) .
Some of the key components and characteristics of an
I

environmental education curriculum and program include:
I

action oriented,' continuous, experiential, future oriented,

globally-oriented, holistic, interdisciplinary, issueoriented, neutral, teaching ecological concepts, achieving
a level of environmental sensitivity, gaining in depth

knowledge of issues, gaining skills to investigate an

issue, and gaining citizenship skills (Hungerford & Volk,

1991; Ramsey et al., 1992; Louv, 2005; Sobel, 2005;
Lieberman & Hoody, 2002).

It is important in today's world

that all aspects of environment are included, natural and

manmade, technological, social, economic, political,

cultural, and aesthetic (Ramsey et al., 1992).
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This

creates an environmental education context which is to be

used in realistic mathematics education.
It was decided that a curriculum guide would be
designed and developed as an accessible curricular resource

that would give teachers a detailed introduction to the

eco-math curriculum model.

The previously mentioned

components of quality math and environmental education
curricula were used as a framework for designing and

developing this guide.

Design

Within the curriculum is a detailed teachers' guide

explaining the eco-math curriculum model and the student
resources which compliment this guide. The contents of the
"Eco-math Curriculum and Teacher Guide" are on a CD in

Appendix A.

The "Eco-math Curriculum and Teacher Guide"

begins with a table of contents.

Next, there is a page

with an introduction to eco-math, what it is, and an

explanation as to why eco-math is needed in classrooms.
Then there is a page highlighting the components of the

curriculum guide.

This is followed by a page explaining

the 5 E format that is used in each lesson and unit.
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There

is then a page guiding teachers through how they can
develop their own eco-math lesson plans.
There is one sample introductory lesson plan, followed
by three sample eco-math unit plans.

The lesson and unit

plans include a variety of activities, resources,
extensions, and ways to adapt content for students'
differing needs and ability levels, as well as, differing

localities of schools. At the end of the curriculum guide
there is a list of math concepts paired with environmental

issues.

In this way, a teacher can easily look up the math

concept they need to teach and find some environmental
issues that connect with that particular math concept.
Lastly, there is a list of web resources that could be

useful to teachers in conjunction with the use of this eco-

math curriculum model.

There is a short description of

each resource, explaining what it contains and how it can

be applied in the context of eco-math.
Each lesson and unit plan has a title page followed by
a standards alignment chart.

This chart is divided up into

the various state and national standards sets the

curriculum is aligned with: the California State Board of

Education Math Content Standards for 5th and 6th grades, the
California State Board of Education Science Content
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Standards for 5th and 6th grades, California Environmental

Protection Agency Environmental Principles and Concepts,
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Principles
and Standards for School Mathematics, the National Science
Education Standards, and the North American Association for

Environmental Educator's National Excellence in
Environmental Education Standards.

Then there is a lesson

plan framework with learning objectives, a time frame, a
materials list, and detailed walk through of what needs to

be done by teacher and students for each part of the lesson
including ways in which the lessons and activities can be
structured.

There is an assessment rubric for each unit.

These rubrics can be easily adapted for use with other

units in a teacher's classroom.

Finally, student

worksheets, handouts, assessment materials, and other print
materials necessary for the lesson are included.

Sample Lesson Plan Content
The sample lesson plans include an introductory lesson

titled, "Math Is All Around Us" which introduces the
intertwining of math and environmental education through an
activity where students find examples of fractions,

decimals, and percentages in the natural world.

Student

groups go on a scavenger hunt to find examples of fractions
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and then must convert these fractions to decimals and

percentages.

Unit 1 is titled, "Where Does Our Stuff Come

From?" and is built on the math concept of percentage in
the environmental context of natural resources and energy

use.

Students learn about what natural resources are and

what the various things they use in the everyday lives are

made out of.

They estimate and calculate how much of

various natural resources they use within a year.

They

learn where energy comes from, learn to read energy bills
and calculate energy cost.

They develop a plan to reduce

energy use in their home or school.

This involves much

interaction with percent and decimal concepts.

Unit 2 is titled "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle" and explores

fractions and percentage concepts through activities
dealing with waste production.

Students explore the waste

they are generating.

They perform campus trash sweeps and

school waste audits.

They measure amounts of waste and

find out what they are primarily throwing away.

They

calculate how much waste the school would generate in

various amounts of time (a week, a month, a year) based on
the data gathered from the trash audit they performed.

They create and present a waste reduction plan and
calculate how much this will reduce waste consumption. Unit
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3 is called "Don't Trash Where You Splash" and uses water

quality issues as a forum for learning fractional concepts.
Students test water samples for various contaminants and

learn about fractions using the concepts of parts per
million and parts per billion.

Students learn to interpret

local water quality readings and information.
The 5-E Model

The lesson plans were designed using the 5 E lesson

plan model.

The 5 E's stand for: Engage, Explore, Explain,

Extend, and Evaluate.

The "Engage" is usually a short

attention grabber used to build student interest and

enthusiasm and get them thinking about the topic they will
be exploring and learning about.

This curriculum uses

things such as video clips and other visuals,
demonstrations, and pair and share activities in order to
7

engage students.

For example, at the beginning of Unit 1,

the teacher holds up tens different objects one at a time.
One side of the room is labeled non-living and the other is

living.

As each object is held up students must decide

whether they think the object is living or non-living and

go stand on that side of the room.

This not only gets

students excited but gets them thinking about the topic to

be explored as well.
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Next, during the "Explore" portion, students are given
an activity to explore, usually along with some guiding
questions.

This portion is very inquiry-oriented.

In this

eco-math curriculum model small student groups are given

various tasks to explore and complete on their own and are
given small portions of teacher guidance as necessary. For
example, in Unit 2 students must do a campus trash sweep
and determine what fraction/percent of each type of trash

they have found (1/4 food packaging,, 1/8 food, 1/8 paper,
etc).

The method in which they go about figuring out these

calculations is up to them to explore as a group.

Within

this model students are given little in the way of exact
procedures and steps they must follow to arrive at a

correct answer.

This takes the emphasis off getting to the

only right answer and rather places it on the exploration
and the learning process.

This is especially important for

gaining a strong conceptual understanding of mathematics
that can be applied to a variety of situations.

During the "Explain" portion, students are encouraged

to explain the thinking process they went through and the

conclusion at which they arrived.

This is often done

through student groups sharing out to the class, group

discussions followed by whole class discussions, giving
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students reflective questions or having students present
their findings with one of a variety of formats.

It is

important that the teacher does not jump in with an

explanation but rather let students work through their
explanation and guiding them only as necessary.

For

example, in the introductory lesson each group is asked to

share out one of the fractions they found on their

scavenger hunt and to explain to the rest of the class how
they converted this fraction to a decimal and to a percent.
Other groups can learn from this and help where students
had a misconception or arrived at an incorrect answer.

In

this way students are learning from their peers and a
student-centered learning environment can be nurtured and
thrive.

The "Extend" portion is about stretching that concept

a little further into different contexts and content areas.
This can be done as a whole class extension lesson or as a
way to differentiate instruction so that students who are

at a higher level or finish early are pushed one step
further.

For example, within the introductory lesson,

students can be asked to think about what ratios and/or
proportions are and if they see any examples of these in
nature.

They can also be asked if there is a way to
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convert the fractions they found into the format of a ratio

or proportion.

As a whole class extension for this lesson,

student groups are asked to make the longest list possible
of every instance they can think of in which they use

fractions in their everyday lives.
Finally there is the "Evaluate." This often takes

place throughout the entire lesson.

Group work, sharing

out, presentations, and components of activities all have
elements of self and peer evaluation.

This eco-math

curriculum model has rubrics for each lesson scoring
students from 4-1, 4 being Excellent, 3 being Good, 2 being
Satisfactory, and 1 being Unsatisfactory.

These rubrics

are a way to evaluate students throughout the lesson or

unit and to encourage formative assessment.

Development
The curriculum was developed using concept maps, story

boarding templates, and the 5-E lesson plan model.

Materials complement each lesson and unit such as student
handouts and worksheets that were developed as necessary
for certain activities within each unit.
The lesson plan frameworks, standards alignment

charts, and assessment materials and rubrics were developed
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in Microsoft Word.

Some materials were developed by hand

in order to include artwork and illustrations. Everything
was compiled and converted into a .pdf file. This .pdf was

then burned to CD and also uploaded to the Lessonopoly
website.

The CD containing the Eco-math Curriculum and

Teacher Guide is in Appendix A.

Implementation
The lesson plans have been made available online for

any educator to access as a free resource.

This eco-math

curriculum model is to be used as teachers see fit in their

specific school settings. Some may use it as supplemental
material while others, who are able, may use it as a basis
for their entire math, science, and environmental education

curricula.
When implementing one of the sample lesson or unit

plans, a teacher would begin by familiarizing themselves
with the content standards covered by the lesson they will
be addressing. Then they would want to look over the

learning objectives, as well as, find time before the first
day of the lesson to go over these learning objectives with
the students.

Each unit is structured around a five day

time frame which can be adapted to fit specific school
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The following section will exemplify how this

schedules.

curriculum can be implemented by giving a detailed walk
through of sample Unit 3.
Implementation of a Sample Unit

Unit 3 deals with the mathematics content of working with

fractional concepts and the environmental context of water
quality.

The student learning objectives for the unit are

as follows:
1) Students will be able to perform water quality tests

and interpret results.
2) Students will be able to explain the concept of

parts per million.
3) Students will be able to determine parts per million
of water contaminates in different water samples and

explain what the numerator and denominator represent
in these findings.
4) Students will be able to demonstrate how fractional

concepts directly relate to division.

5) Students will be able to determine the probable

source of a water sample from contaminates contained

in the sample.
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6) Students will design and present a plan to help
improve the water quality of a local waterway.

There are 5 days of instruction and activities in this
unit. On the first day, the teacher engages the students
and introduces the unit by holding up a water bottle filled

with water and telling them it represents all of the water

in the world.

The teacher then pours out most of the water

telling the students that 97% of the water on Earth is salt

water and undrinkable.

This continues until left with an

extremely small percentage of drinkable water.

This gets

students starting to think about working with percentages
as well as about the limited nature of water resources on
the planet.

small groups.

Then students perform a dilution activity in
Each group is given a certain color of food

coloring to represent a contaminant in the water.

They

start with 1 drop food coloring and 9 drops water.

Then

they take a drop from that tray, put it in a new tray and
add 9 more drops water.

They must now figure out the

fraction of the contaminant'in this new sample.

This

continues until they have 1/1,000,000 of contaminant and in
this way, the concept of parts per million is introduced.

On the second day, students are asked to look at two

different water samples, one very clear and one very murky,
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and then share which they would rather drink.

begin water testing.

Then they

By the end of the day they should be

familiar with the water testing procedure, have an

understanding that just because water looks clean it can
still have contaminants.

They should also have an idea as

to what some water contaminants are and where they may have

come from.

They continue working with fractions, decimals,

and percentages as they measure and record data in parts
per million.

They continue water testing on day 3 with different

samples of water, such as water with added laundry
detergent, bottled water, or water from a local waterway.

On day 4 they take an online virtual tour of a water

treatment plant and then work with water quality readings
from a local newspaper.

Finally, they design plans to keep

a local waterway clean and make posters to put up around

school exemplifying ways students can help save water.
They are assessed throughout the unit and at the conclusion
of the unit they must complete a group performance

assessment in the form of a water quality test where they
identify contaminants and the concentration of these
contaminants in a given water sample.
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This unit plan incorporates much in the way of

concrete examples of working with fractions, decimals, and
percentages.

It gives students visuals and hands-on

activities for working with and applying these math
concepts to real world situations that are pertinent to
their everyday lives and the localities in which they live.

It gives them the opportunity to work in their environment
and to take responsibility for the quality of the water in

their environment by taking action to help improve it.

In

this way, the elements of effective math and environmental

education curricula have been incorporated.

Evaluation

It was decided that the eco-math curriculum model and
associated lesson plans would be evaluated by a group of
teachers since the model was designed for use by teachers.
The methods of evaluation chosen were questionnaire in the

form of a survey and a focus group interview.

The

information gathered from these forms of evaluation was

compiled and used as recommendation for modifying the eco-

math curriculum model before it is piloted in classroom
settings.

The evaluation materials are included in

Appendix B. The approval of the evaluation of this project
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by the Institutional Review Board, including the informed

consent letter that was given to those whom participated in
the evaluation of this project, is included Appendix C.

Survey Development
A survey must be designed with its purpose in mind.
One must keep in mind the information they are hoping to

obtain as they proceed with the survey design and
development process.

The purpose of this questionnaire was

to evaluate this curriculum model for its efficacy and

usability in elementary and middle school classrooms.
The questionnaire was designed so that it incorporated
the components of a quality survey,'including an intention

statement followed by clear instructions.

It was made as

short and concise as possible and each question only asked
one thing at a time.
unbiased manner.

The questions were presented in an

Care was also taken to create a survey

that was user friendly for the survey participants.
Language was used that teachers would be familiar with and
explanations and clarification was given as necessary.
Once the survey was completely developed, it was given to

five professionals, for example teachers, whom served as
survey testers, to read through and give feedback
concerning its clarity, accessibility, and presentation.
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It is also necessary to implement a survey in the most

effective way possible in order to receive the most

complete responses.

Therefore, it was decided that the

survey be created in the form of a Google Document.

In

this way, participants were given a,website link at which

to access, complete, and submit the questionnaire.

The

results were anonymously compiled by the Google Documents
program according to question number, making the evaluation
process organized and simple.

Focus Group Development
The focus group was set up in order to receive more in

depth feedback on the efficacy and usability of the
curriculum model.

A focus group is an organized discussion

with a small number of participants, in which feedback and
constructive criticism is given on that which is being

evaluated. It is a forum that provides opportunity for

greater insight, opinion, and thought from participants.
The focus group interview was designed and implemented

around a set of guiding questions that provided the
interview with structure but also left room for flexibility

so that discourse was able to flow in the direction deemed

necessary by the group of participants.
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The questionnaire was designed to uncover general

trends and to highlight what teachers commonly felt were

strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum model and its
individual components. Yet the focus group was designed for

teachers to not only identify such things but to provide
ideas as to specifically how the model could be changed and

improved upon.

In this way, the questionnaire and focus

group were equally vital to the methodology of the
evaluation of this project.

Evaluation Structure and Components
The eco-math curriculum model and associated lesson
plans were evaluated by a group of 12 elementary, middle,

and high school teachers, to determine if the curriculum
was user friendly and or/useful for teaching.

These

teachers previewed the lessons, activities, and overall
curriculum model, rating each component for how well it

would work in the classroom setting and which elements
seemed particularly useful. They then provided feedback by
The questionnaire had 17

completing the questionnaire.

questions regarding the curriculum and 3 questions

regarding the current teaching situation of the
participant.

The first 10 questions regarding the

curriculum, asked the participant to choose a rating on a
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scale of 1-10, 1 being lowest and 10 being highest, and

then to explain their reasoning behind this rating.

These

questions addressed issues such as how effectively the
different areas of content were integrated, how well the
curriculum model was aligned with state and national

content standards, whether it would increase student
interest and motivation levels, how effective it would be
for building students environmental awareness and literacy,

and how well it addressed differentiating instruction to

meet a variety of student needs.
The remaining 7 questions required open ended

responses.

These questions asked participants to elaborate

on what they felt the strengths and weaknesses of the
curricular components were, what limitations they saw, what

improvements they felt could be made, and how likely they

would be to bring this curricular model into their schools
and classrooms. There was also space for the participant to

give additional feedback. The questionnaire is in Appendix
B.
Four teachers participated in 'a focus group where they
responded to and discussed guided questions concerning

issues such as the content, integrated nature efficacy, and
adaptability of the curriculum model and the strengths and
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weaknesses of its individual components. The guided

questions for the focus group can also be found in Appendix

B.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

Introduction
The results of the evaluation of the eco-math
curriculum model are detailed in this chapter.
Quantitative and qualitative results of the questionnaire
and qualitative results of the focus group interview were

compiled.
Quantitative and Qualitative
Questionnaire Results
The first ten questions on the questionnaire asked the

evaluating teachers to give a rating of 1 to 10 and then
asked them to explain their rating.

Question One stated,

"How do you like the integrated nature of the eco-math

curriculum model?" Of the 12 teachers whom completed the
survey, 50% responded to this question with a rating of 10,

33% responded with a rating of 9 and 17% responded with a

rating of 7.

These ratings average to 9.1. The

explanations of these chosen ratings revealed that the

evaluating teachers liked the integrated nature of the ecomath curriculum model.

They felt that the integration made

the math content more relevant. Some of them stated that
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they were skeptical of how such a model could work but when
they saw how it had been implemented within the sample
units and lesson plans they felt it was very effective.

Question 2 asked, "How effectively do you feel the
eco-math curriculum model and sample lesson plans

integrated math content?" 50% responded with a rating or

10, 17% with a rating of 9, and 33% with a rating of 8.
These ratings average to 9.1. Some teachers felt more

science was covered than math and would have liked to see a
wider variety of math concepts included within the

curriculum.

Yet overall, the evaluating teachers felt that

the math content was integrated effectively and that

students were given sufficient chance to practice math
concepts.

The responses to these questions concerning

integration of subject matter provides further support for
the integration of core content with environmental
education as supported by the Lieberman and Hoody's 2002

study and Bartosh et al's 2009 study, both which were

discussed in the literature review of this project.
Question 3 asked, "How effectively do you think the
eco-math curriculum model addresses and meets learning
goals by taking the approach in which each lesson starts

with concrete environmental issues and works in more
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abstract math concepts throughout the lesson?"

50% of the

evaluating teachers responded with a rating of 10 and 50%
These ratings average to

responded with a rating of 9.

9.5. As one teacher explained their rating,
To me this is your strongest asset of the curriculum.
The start and building follows in a logical and

coherent manner. From the known to the unknown, from
the less complex to the more complex is always a

winning strategy and this you accomplished
beautifully.

(Participant 1, personal communication,

April 2012).

Many of the responses echoed what this teacher stated.
This shows that the way in which this model starts with

concrete and works towards abstract is one of its
particular^strengths . This supports the idea that teaching

math concepts in a concrete context and allowing ample
opportunity for application of these concepts is a must in
math education (Burns, 2007; DeLange, 2003).
Question 4 asks, "How well do you think the lesson
plans flow and effectively connect the different math,

science, and ecological concepts being presented?" 33% of

those responding rated this as a 10, 17% as a 9, 33% as an
8, and 17% as a 7.

These ratings average to 8.7. Overall
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the teachers felt the flow and cohesion of the sample

lesson plans was strong.

Some adaptations were suggested

as to better execute the 5 E lesson plan model, its

inquiry-based nature, and to strengthen the connection of
the subject matter.

One such suggestion was to include

more focusing and guiding questions for teachers to ask
students throughout each lesson.

Question 5 asked, "How well do you feel the eco-math
curriculum aligns with state and national mathematics'
standards?" 67% of the responding teachers rated their
response as a 10, 17% as a 9, and 17% as an 8.

These

ratings average to 9.5. Question 6 asked, "How well dp you

feel the eco-math curriculum aligns with state and national
environmental education standards?" 33% of those responding
gave a rating of 10, 50% gave a rating of 9, and 17% gave a

rating of 5.

These ratings average to 8.7. Question 7

asked, "How well do you feel the eco-math curriculum aligns

with state and national science education standards?"

50%

of the evaluating teachers responded with a rating of 10,
33% with a rating of 9, and 17% with a rating of 8.

These

ratings average to 9.3.

Most teachers felt the curriculum was effectively
aligned with all of the previously mentioned standards
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sets.

Some of the teachers felt that they were not capable

of giving a fair rating as to whether the curriculum was

well aligned with the state and national environmental
education sets because they had no experience working with

these frameworks.

This further demonstrates the need for

inclusion of environmental education in teacher preparation

programs and professional development experiences.
The state and national standards frameworks are

designed not only to provide educators with common sets of

student learning goals but also as tools for creating

quality curriculum and education programs.

In this way the

eco-math curriculum model was constructed with careful

consideration given to the suggestions provided within each
of these frameworks.

Therefore, the curriculum model and

sample lesson and unit plans easily aligned with several
different standards sets, and the evaluation process shows
that the standards sets can complement and enhance each
other through cross curricular integration as is the case

with the eco-math curriculum model.

Question 8 asked, "How effectively do you think this
eco-math curriculum would be for building students'
environmental awareness and environmental literacy?" 67% of

the responding teachers gave a rating of 10, and 33% gave a
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rating of 9.

These ratings average to 9.7.

This shows

that this was another strong quality within the eco-math

curriculum model and associated lesson and unit plans.

The

eco-math curriculum strives to achieve the goals of the

Tbilisi Declaration on which the National Guidelines for
Excellence in Environmental Education are based.

Question 9 asked, "How well do you think this eco-math
curriculum model would increase student interest and
motivation?" 67% of the evaluating teachers responded to
this question with a rating of 10, 17% with a rating of 9,

and 17% with a rating of 8.

These ratings average to 9.5.

The evaluating teachers felt that the curriculum model

created an atmosphere different from the traditional

classroom and that this non-traditional approach to
teaching math would not only be engaging for students who
already find math engaging but for those who are not

typically motivated by math and struggle with it. They also
stated that this curriculum would get students motivated
about caring for and learning about the environment in
which they live.

This demonstrates that students would be

actively engaged and that the curriculum does establish a

student-centered learning environment.
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This supports the

idea put forth in the literature review, that student
centered learning can work well in math education.

Question 10 asked, "How effectively do you feel this
eco-math curriculum model is for meeting students'
differing needs, ability levels and learning styles?" 33%
responded with a rating of 10, 17% responded with a rating

of 9, 17% responded with a rating of 8, and 33% responded

with a rating of 7. These ratings average to 8.5. This

shows that this is an area in which' the curriculum model
can be strengthened. The evaluating teachers felt that the

curriculum did indeed incorporate a variety of learning
styles but that the math content could have been better

differentiated.

They would have liked to see material for

lower level math students included in the sample unit plans
so that teachers did not have to create their own material
for differentiating the curriculum in this way.

The next 7 questions required only open ended
responses. They asked about the most useful components of

the curriculum, the weakest components, whether they would
try implementing the eco-math sample unit plans and use the

curriculum model in their future teaching, how difficult it
would be to implement, and what they foresaw as limitations
of the curriculum model. The guided questions for the focus
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group interview mirrored this question set. Therefore, the

responses to the open ended questionnaire questions as well
as additional feedback provided on the questionnaire have

been combined with the focus group interview responses in
the following qualitative results section.

Open Ended Questionnaire Response and Focus
Group Interview Qualitative Results
The evaluating teachers felt that the eco-math

curriculum model used an overall approach that would be
useful for working with students and provide meaningful

learning experiences to those students.

They voiced the

necessity of adding environmental education into K-12

curricula where ever possible and as early as possible in
students' education.

They agreed that students remember

activities from early on in their schooling throughout
their lives and that environmental sensitivity and

awareness needs to be fostered at a young age. This
parallels the vision put forth by the Tbilisi Declaration
that environmental education needs to be lifelong.
Therefore, it is extremely important that environmental

education is a part of students' education from a young

age.
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The teachers that completed the questionnaire, as well

as those in the focus group, felt that the strengths of the

curriculum guide included the "Developing Your Own Eco-Math
Lesson of Unit Plans" section and the "5 E lesson Plan

Format" section that detailed exactly what the 5 E model
consisted of.

They felt that a teacher unfamiliar with the

5 E lesson plan model could get a solid understanding from

this and thought teachers would have a much easier time
constructing their own lessons with the "How To" guide.
They also felt that the 5-E lesson plan model used
throughout the sample lesson and unit plans was highly

effective.

It was suggested that the "Engage" portion of

each lesson be modified to elicit more in the way of prior

student knowledge.
The participating teachers felt that one of the

curriculum model's strength was how it flowed and built
upon the material which it introduced.

They liked how much

of the curriculum was student facilitated and felt this was
the key to having students self-motivate and take more

responsibility for their own learning. They felt the
curriculum model and sample unit plans were quite versatile
and could be adapted to different school settings and that

teachers were given the resources in order to make
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necessary adaptations.

Differentiating instruction within

the model was made possible in that everyone was not

required to produce the exact same product.

They felt

there was room for teachers to modify as necessary within
the curriculum model.

Within models of place-based,

problem-based and project based education, it is necessary
for teachers to be able to modify curriculum for each

particular set of students' interests and needs and to
focus environmental learning on the locale in which their
school is situated (Turner et al, 2009; Louv, 2005; Sobel,
2005).
The evaluating teachers felt that the structure of the

eco-math curriculum model was consistent and easy to

follow.

Once a teacher started using it they would know

what to expect in subsequent lessons or units.

The

evaluating teachers also commended the fact that many

hands-on and outside activities were included.

They agreed

that this would serve the purpose of keeping students
engaged and actively participating through the learning
process.

They felt that the activities were very engaging

and that they did not only get students outside but got

them outside with an academic purpose.
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The evaluating teachers felt that the curriculum was

well aligned with the state and national content standards

sets for math, science, and environmental education.
Although the curriculum was aligned with several different
standards sets that this was not necessarily overwhelming.

They felt this made it more flexible for teachers to fit
into their classroom schedules and would make it
I

justifiable for teachers to use who.were on a strict
schedule as to what they must allot their teaching time to.
The evaluating teachers felt the curriculum could have

been improved if the sample lesson and unit plans included
I

a wider variety of math concepts.

They felt this would

give teachers a bit more of a foundation for including the

eco-math concept across their entire math curriculum.

They

would have liked to see some student examples and common

student mistakes, as well as answer keys, so that teachers
had an even clearer picture of how implementation should

look when they were carrying out these plans with their

students.
vocabulary.

They also suggested including more science
Students need to hear science vocabulary

regularly to become comfortable with using and

understanding it.

The California State Board of Education

Science Content Standards provide support for the
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accumulative nature of science education, as concepts build

throughout K-12 (1996).

Therefore, students need to be

exposed to science, including science vocabulary, starting

in Kindergarten.
Another suggestion that was discussed was the

inclusion of more self-evaluation opportunities.

These

could be in the form of Eco-journal's to be kept throughout
each unit, KWL charts, or more simplified student rubrics.
One form of student rubric would be giving students a list

of the unit objectives with blank boxes next to them, to

check off whether they feel like they learned or
I

accomplished each objective and then providing space at the

bottom of this rubric for the students to write a short
paragraph as to what they did and did not learn.
The teachers thought that these units were a great way
for students to apply and practice math concepts. Yet some

felt math would still need to be taught in a more isolated
fashion. They envisioned this curriculum as supplemental,
such as for science time, at end of the year after state
testing, or for middle grades math intervention students.
One suggestion made was to focus on the math content for

most of a period and then go out and apply it for 10

minutes of science at the end of the period for an entire
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week and then use a second week for the implementation of
the eco-math unit plan.

In this way, students would have

more practice with the math concepts they will need to
apply during the eco-math activities.

Another suggestion

for solidifying the math content was to use more pictures

to teach concepts and to make sure everything was problem
based.

Ways to include more math content would be the

inclusion of more repetition and hands-on math manipulative

activities that tie in with each unit.

These are ways in

which the math content within the curriculum model could be
strengthened without straying from teaching math in a

concrete context.
The focus group interview revealed that teachers would

like to see a "Tips" section with each unit as to how it
could be adapted for grades K-3 because they felt it was a

little harder to adapt for this age group of students.

Math concepts involving geometry, number sense, and
estimation could be incorporated into exploration of the
schoolyard habitat. Additional sample units would continue

to uphold the notion set forth by the Program for

International Student Assessment that mathematical

knowledge is much more than quantity and must be taught to
include all four phenomenological categories of math
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(2003).

Overall, the math content within the curriculum

can be strengthened and the evaluation process provided

many ideas and suggestions as to how this can be done.

This would further solidify the curriculum model's focus on
real world math, which is the focus of math literacy (De

Lange, 2002) .

From the rating and responses to the questionnaire, it
appears that overall the curriculum achieves everything it
was set up to accomplish.

The evaluation of the eco-math

curriculum model and associated lesson and unit plans
I

provides evidence that use of this curriculum model would

likely show student achievement gains similar to those
achieved in the studies executed by Lieberman and Hoody and

Bartosh.

The evaluation results show that proper

implementation of this curriculum model in classrooms will

keep the Tbilisi Declaration alive, put standards
frameworks to effective use and further students' math,
science, and environmental literacies.

This demonstrates

that such a curriculum model is effective for integrating

subjects across the curriculum in a way that is meaningful
to students and will help them make learning gains.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION

Introduction
This project has demonstrated the necessity of the

development of integrative curricular models such as the
eco-math curriculum model for use in today's K-12

classrooms.

The review of the literature and collective

teaching experience demonstrated the need for such a

curriculum.

The state and national content standards in

math, science, and environmental education guided the
construction of this curricular framework.

The

constructive critique of teachers, teaching across the
spectrum of K-12, reiterated that there is a growing niche

within 21st century education which this curriculum can
fill. The evaluating teachers fine-tuned the eco-math

curriculum model so that it could best accomplish this.

Recommendations
Based upon the recommendations of teachers who
participated in the evaluation process of the eco-math

curriculum model, there are changes to the curriculum model
and guide that should be considered. These considerations
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include strengthening and expanding the math content,
strengthening the 5-E model within the sample unit plans,

and expanding the collection of teacher and student

resources within the curriculum guide.

The math content

within the model could be improved by doing the following:
1) Creating guided hands-on math activities for use

during the "Explore" portion of each lesson.

This

would create more scaffolding for students who need
extra practice with math concepts.

Developing a

section of the guide dedicated to creating and using
math manipulatives from nature, would expand the
emphasis on math, while strengthening the

environmental context in which this math would be
embedded.

2) Including an entire sample unit plan for grade

levels K-3 and another for grades 9-12.

This could

be done by taking an existing unit, keeping the same
environmental theme, and then creating objectives

that align with content standards for these grade
level ranges.

This would give teachers a concrete

example of exactly how to transform a curriculum
model intended to be modified and adapted for any

grade level K-12.
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The 5-E model within each lesson plan could be

strengthened by considering the following improvements:
1) Strengthening the "Engage" portion at the beginning

of each sample lesson so that it draws on students'
prior knowledge;

2) Including more guiding questions for teachers to ask
throughout each sample lesson and unit;
3) Including self and peer evaluation activities within

the "Evaluate" section of each sample lesson and
unit.
The collection of resources within the curriculum

guide could be expanded to include the following:

1) Sample student work so that teachers have an idea
what the finished product might look like;

2) Some separate activities that can be used for
I

differentiating instruction, as well as, more detail
as to exactly how each same lesson could be

differentiated for both higher and lower level
students;
3) Inclusion of activities and worksheets that make use

of the science, math, and environmental education

vocabulary associated with the concepts being
taught.

Giving extra attention to vocabulary is
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especially necessary for English Language Learner
students to become comfortable with using and

understanding these terms so that they have a chance
to excel during each unit.

Conclusion

In conclusion, unique and innovative curricula are

necessary for teaching subjects such as math and science to
the current generation.

It is equally important that

today's students develop a connection with and an
appreciation of their local natural environment that can be
extended to the entire natural world throughout their

careers and life times.

Students need to become math,

science, and environmentally literate in order to survive

and make positive contributions to society and the world.
This all starts with giving students learning opportunities
that build these skills and literacies.

The eco-math

curriculum model responds to this call to action by
providing teachers with a blueprint for creating such

learning opportunities for their students.
It all begins when one teacher finds unique and

creative ways to transcend the existing boundaries of
school infrastructure and tries something unique and
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meaningful to their particular students' learning

experience.

Yet this project also shows that collaboration

is key in the construction and execution of quality

integrative curriculum.

The teachers whom evaluated this

curriculum model provided insight and ideas that could
transform this curriculum model from its beginning stages

into a core curriculum.
This project also demonstrated the usefulness of

embracing content standards frameworks.

These frameworks

have been developed as a guide for the entire nation of
teachers and students as a collective unit and likewise for

each individual classroom as an autonomous unit, to move

forward in designing, developing, implementing, and
evaluating learning opportunities, processes, and

experiences, with specific learning outcomes in mind.

The

eco-math curriculum model can be seen as an important
conversation piece as the U.S. educational system continues

to moves forward.

It is up to teachers to build upon this

model, making it their own, so that students are provided

with a quality, transformative learning experience as they
grow to become successful citizens, literate in math,

science, and environmental education.
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Eco-Math 5th and 6th Grade Curriculum-Questionnaire
Thank you for taking the time to review my eco-math curriculum model and sample lesson
plans. Please answer the following 17 questions to help with the evaluation of my project. If
there is any question that doesn't apply to you or that you do not have an answer for, please
answer with "N/A" or "Don't know." There is space at the end of the questionnaire for you to
provide any additional feedback you may have.

For questions 1-10, use a scale of 1-10, with 1 being the lowest rating and 10 being the highest
rating. Circle your answer and then use the space provided to explain why you are rating the
item this way.
1) How do you like the integrated nature of the eco-math curriculum model?
123456789 10

2) How effectively do you feel the eco-math curriculum model and sample lesson plans
integrated math content?
123456789 10

3) How effectively do you think the eco-math curriculum model addresses and meets
learning goals by taking the approach in which each lesson starts with concrete
environmental issues and works in more abstract math concepts throughout the
lesson?
123456789 10

4) How well do you think the lesson plans flow and effectively connect the different
math, science and ecological concepts being presented?
123456789 10
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5) How well do you feel the eco-math curriculum aligns with state and national
mathematics7 standards?
123456789 10

6) How well do you feel the eco-math curriculum aligns with state and national
environmental education standards?
123456789 10

7) How well do you feel the curriculum aligns with state and national science
standards?
123456789 10

8) How effectively do you think this eco-math curriculum would be for building
students7 environmental awareness and environmental literacy?
123456789 10

9) How well do you think this eco-math curriculum would increase student interest
and motivation?
123456789 10
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10) How effective do you feel this eco-math curriculum model is for meeting students"
differing needs, ability levels and learning styles?
123456789 10

Please answer questions 11-17 accordingly:

11) What did you find to be the most useful components of this eco-math curriculum
model? Why?

12) What did you find to be the weakest components of the eco-math curriculum
model? Why?

13) Would you try implementing the model lesson plans I have developed in your
classroom? Why or why not?

14) Do you see yourself using this eco-math curriculum model in the future and building
environmentally themed lesson plans around other math content you teach? Why
or why not?
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15) How adaptable do you feel this curriculum is? How easy/difficult would it be to
implement in your classroom? Why?

16) What limitations/barriers do you feel there would be?

17) How do you feel I could improve this eco-math curriculum model and sample lesson
plans?

Please provide any additional feedback below:
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Please answer the following 3 questions about your current teaching situation.

1) What do you teach (grade, subject, etc.)?

2} How much time do you spend teaching math on average per week?

3) Do you teach any type of environmental education in your classroom? If so, how much
time do you spend teaching topics related to environmental education per week?

Developed by Christina Merz
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Focus Group Interview Guided Questions

The following questions will be used to help structure the focus group interview.
7

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)
8)

9)

How do you like the overall approach of the eco-math curriculum model?
Is the eco-math curriculum model practical?
What does the eco-math curriculum model lack?
Do you feel math content is effectively and adequately addressed within this context?
Why or why not?
Do you think the alignment of the eco-math curriculum model with the math, science
and environmental education state and national standards is helpful or not? Would it
have been better to just align it with one or two sets of standards?
Which sample lesson or unit plan do you feel was most effective? What were its
strengths? What were its weaknesses?
Which sample lesson plan do you feel needs the most improvement? Why?
How adaptable and flexible do you feel the eco-math curriculum model is? Could it be
used in a variety of school settings? Would you be able to implement it at your school or
in your own classroom?
What barriers do you perceive to implementing this curriculum model at your school
setting? Is there a way this eco-math curriculum model could be better designed to help
transcend some of those barriers?
Developed by Christina Merz
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

SAN BERNARDINO
Academic Affairs
Office ofAcademic Research • Institutional Review Board

Feburary 23,2012

CSUSB
INSTITUTIONAL
REVIEW BOARD

Ms. Christina Merz
c/o: Prof. Amy Lch
Department of Science, Math and Technology
California State University
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, California 92407

Expedited Review
IRB# 11053
Status
APPROVED

Dear Ms. Merz;

Your application to use human subjects, titled “Eco-Math; Creating a Model Curriculum for Teaching Mathematics in the
Context of Environmental Education" has been reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). The
attached informed consent document has been stamped and signed by the IRB chairperson. All subsequent copies used must
be this officially approved version. A change in your informed consent (no matter how minor the change) requires
resubmission of your protocol as amended. Your application is approved for one year from February 23,2012 through
February 22,2013. One month prior to the approval end date you need to file Tor a renewal if you have not
completed your research. See additional requirements (Items 1 - 4) of your approval below.

Your responsibilities ns the res earch er/invest) gator reporting to the IRB Committee include the following 4 requirements as
mandated by the Code of Federal Regulations 45 CFR 46 listed below. Please note that the protocol change form and
renewal form are located on the IRB website under the forms menu. Failure to notify the IRB of the above may result in
disciplinary action. You are required to keep copies of the informed consent forms and data for at least three years.

1) Submit a protocol change form if any changes (no matter how minor) are made in your research
prospectus/protocol for review and approval of the IRB before implemented in your research/
2) Ifany unanticipated/adverse events are experienced by subjects during your research,
3) " Too renew your protocol one month prior to the protocols end date,
4) When your project has ended by emailing the IRp Coordinator/Conipliance Analyst.

The CSUSB IRB has not evaluated your proposal for scientific merit, except to weigh the risk to the human participants and
the aspects of the proposal related to potential risk and benefit. This approval notice does not replace any departmental or
additional approvals which may be required.
If you have any questions regarding the IRB decision, please contact Michael Gillespie, IRB Compliance Coordinator. Mr.
Michael Gillespie can be reached by phone at (909) 537-7588, by fax at (909) 537-7028. or by email at m gil lesp@csusb.edu.
Please include your application approval identification number (listed at the lop) in all correspondence.

Best of luck with your research.

Institutional Review Board

SW/mg
cc: Prof. Amy Leh, Department of Science, Math and Technology

909.537.7588 • fax: 909.537.7028 ■ http://irb.csusb.edu/
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_________ /^X\,_________
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

SAN BERNARDINO
Appendix A

College of Education
Science, Mathematics and Technology Education

INFORMED CONSENT
Dear Prospective Participant,

The curriculum project which you are being asked to evaluate is designed to
exemplify how environmental education can be used as a platform for teaching
mathematics. This project is developed by Christina Merz, under the supervision Dr.
Amy Leh, Professor, Instructional Technology, California State University, San
Bernardino. This study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board, California
State University, San Bernardino.
The purpose of my project is to design and develop a model curriculum for Sth
and 6th grade math and science teachers to use. This eco-math curriculum consists of
0
a conceptual model and related lesson plans. This curriculum is designed
;S
to further students' environmental awareness, environmental literacy, and mathematics '
literacy. As a current or former upper elementary or middle school math and science
teacher, you are being asked to participate in reviewing the curriculum and its individual
components for use in upper elementary and middle school classrooms.
Participation in the evaluation of my curriculum is voluntary. You may choose to g
terminate your participation at any time. Refusing to participate will not result in any
type of penalty to you. Participation will range from 1-2 hours for reviewing the
curriculum and providing feedback via questionnaire. Randomly selected participants
will be asked to participate in a 1 hour long focus group interview that will be formatted
around guided questions similar to those on the questionnaire.
p
The curriculum will be available for review online through Lessonopoly 2.0, Beta,
a free online tool for teachers to manage their classrooms, find and share lesson plans,
and connect with other teachers. The questionnaire will be available as a Google
Document, which can be completed and submitted anonymously online. Participant
responses during the focus group will be recorded and all audio recorded data will be
kept on a hard drive protected by password and any data recorded on paper will be kept
in a locked filing cabinet. Participants will be asked not to share information concerning
other participant’s responses during the focus group interview but what they ultimately
choose to do is beyond my control. The results obtained from the questionnaire and
interview will be used to evaluate, revise, and finalize the curriculum. The final version
of the curriculum will be available online, through Lessonopoly 2.0 Beta, as a free
resource for teachers to use. No confidential information will be present. There are no
reasonably foreseeable risks to you should you choose to review my curriculum. You
may benefit from interacting with and reviewing this curricular resource that could
possibly enhance your classroom teaching.
If you have any questions concerning this project, project participants’ rights or
any type of project-related injury to the participant, please contact Dr. Amy Leh at
aleh@csusb.edu.
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